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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt any Five questions. All questions

carry equal marks.

1. (a) What do you understand by road pattern ?

List various types of patterns. Describe

with neat sketch star and grid pattern of

roads. 10

7. (a) What are various types of failures of

flexible payments ? Explain with neat

sketches. 10

(b) Name various types of construction

methods used for surface course

construction. Describe any one in

detail. 10

8. (a) Describe various types of maintenance

work on highways. 10

(b) Write short notes on any two of the

following : 10

(i) Importance of drainage in highway

design.

(ii) Semi dense bituminous carpet.

(iii) Environmental impacts of highway.
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(b) Draw a neat sketch of a typical section

of a single lane road in embankment

showing its various components. 10

2. (a) Discuss the suitability of the following

soils as a subgrade material with

particular reference to stability, volume

change, drainage and frost action: GW,

SM, MH, CL, OH. 10

(b) List  different types of cutbacks. When

are they used ? 10

3. (a) List the factors to be considered in design

of flexible pavements. Total weight on

an axle having dual wheel assembly is

10.2 t. the centre to centre and clear

spacing between wheels is 30 cm and 10

cm respectively. Calculate ESWL for

pavement thickness of (i) 45 cm and (ii)

65 cm. 10

(b) Draw a neat sketch showing arrangement

of joints in rigid pavements. Describe

the function of these joints. 10

4. (a) Design transition curve for a speed of

100 kmph on a horizontal curve of

400 m radius, pavement width 7.6 m and

super elevation 7%. 10

(b) Find the required clearance of obstruction

from center line of a horizontal curve of

radius 350 m and length 180 m on a two

lane road for overtaking sight distance

of 250 m. 10

5. (a) With the help of neat sketches show how

the conflicts at an intersection are

minimized by providing rotary. 10

(b) Differentiate between space mean speed

and time mean speed. Describe speed

and delay studies. 10

6. (a) Describe the need and importance of

Road safety audit. What are the various

stages of Road safety audit ? Describe in

detail pre-opening stage. 10

(b) Differentiate between traffic volume,

traffic density and traffic capacity of a

road. State their units. 10
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